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TRAFFIC – PERMIT-NO VALID  
08/24/2022  08:38  220824001284 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling eastbound in the 200 block of Maryland Avenue, NE, displaying an 
expired tag.  A traffic stop was conducted in the 100 block of Constitution Avenue, NE.  A WALES/NCIC 
check was conducted revealing the vehicle registration was expired, and the Suspect's license was 
suspended in Maryland with no status in Virginia or the District of Columbia.  The Suspect was placed 
under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
TRAFFIC – PERMIT-NO VALID  
08/25/2022  11:30  220825001289 
R/O responded to the intersection of North Capitol Street and Louisiana Avenue, NE, to assist with a 
traffic crash.  A WALES/NCIC check of the Suspect revealed his Maryland license was suspended with no 
status in the District of Columbia or Virginia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to 
Headquarters for processing. 
 
THEFT II  
08/26/2022  08:07  220826001294 
R/O was flagged down in the 400 block of Second Street, NW, by a Witness who stated a theft had just 
occurred at a café located in the 400 block of First Street, NW.  A lookout was broadcast for the Suspect 
and R/O-2 responded to the cafe to investigate.  During the investigation, it was discovered that the 
Suspect took the tip jar belonging to the cafe and left.  A search of the area resulted in the tip jar being 

ARREST CHARGE
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Crime Summary  
 
R/O = Reporting/Responding Officer CIS = Criminal Investigations Section 
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located near the intersection of First and D Streets, NW.  The Suspect was observed running eastbound in 
the unit block of D Street, NW, before being stopped.  A show-up was conducted and the Suspect was 
positively identified.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for 
processing.  CSS responded and processed the scene.  
 
 
TRAFFIC – PERMIT-NO VALID  
08/26/2022  14:39  220826001298 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling northbound in the 200 block of Third Street, SE, drive through a solid 
red light.  R/O conducted a traffic stop in the 100 block of Third Street, SE.  A WALES/NCIC check 
revealed the Suspect had a canceled license in Maryland and no status in the District of Columbia or 
Virginia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
08/26/2022  22:32  220826001301 
R/O observed a vehicle at the intersection of Second Street and Constitution Avenue, NE, strike a traffic 
cone and abruptly stop in the 100 block of Constitution Avenue, NE.  After performing a welfare check 
and smelling an odor of an alcoholic beverage emitting from the Suspect's vehicle, SFSTs were conducted. 
Due to the numerous signs of impairment, the Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to 
Headquarters for processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
08/28/2022  00:03  2208281304 
R/O observed the driver of a vehicle asleep behind the wheel in the 700 block of New Jersey Avenue, 
NW.  R/O conducted a traffic stop in the same location.  While speaking with the Suspect, R/O observed 
that the Suspect appeared to be confused and disoriented.  SFSTs were conducted and, due to numerous 
signs of impairment, the Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for 
processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
08/28/2022  05:28  220828001305 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE:  TRAFFIC – RECKLESS DRIVING 
R/O heard a loud sound resembling a vehicle crash.  R/O located a rolled-over vehicle on Exit 6 from 
Interstate 395 Northbound to C Street, SW.  A WALES/NCIC check of the Suspect’s license revealed 
negative results.  R/O observed the Suspect's speech to be slurred and detected an odor of an alcoholic 
beverage emitting from the Suspect’s breath.  SFSTs were conducted and, due to numerous signs of 
impairment, the Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  CSS 
responded and processed the scene.  Upon further investigation, speed and failure to maintain lane 
control were the determining factors for the vehicle roll over.  
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
08/28/2022  23:01  220829001306 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES:  TRAFFIC – PERMIT-NO VALID; TRAFFIC – PERMIT-FAIL TO EXHIBIT 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling northbound toward the intersection of Second and D Streets, NW, failing 
to maintain a lane of travel, and committing multiple traffic violations.  R/O conducted a traffic stop in 
the 500 block of Second Street, NW.  The Suspect did not physically provide a valid driver's license.  A 
WALES/NCIC check of the Suspect revealed no valid driver’s license in the District of Columbia, Maryland, 
or Virginia.  SFSTs were conducted and, due to numerous signs of impairment, the Suspect was placed 
under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  


